
MY MANIFOLDS, 700 bar

BMZ HYDRAULIC PULLERS KITS

Model Capacity Piston Maximum Maximum Weight Price

stroke arm reach diameter

tonnes mm mm mm kgs £

‘With Integrated Hydraulics’

BMZ - 6 6 82 160 200 4.9 £359

BMZ - 8 8 82 200 250 6.6 £399

BMZ - 11 11 82 230 280 8.0 £443

BMZ HYDRAULIC PULLERS KITS

Model Capacity Hydraulic Hand Hydraulic Stroke of Maximum Maximum Weight Price

cylinder pump hose cylinder arm reach diameter

tonnes model model model mm mm mm kgs £

Puller set with separate hydraulics - 10, 15 and 23t
Hydraulic pullers are an invaluable tool for the maintenance engineer. The pullers
allow time and cost savings as they offer high working safety and can be operated
in all positions.

Hydraulic pullers are used in all kinds of industries, workshops and in many repair
and assembly jobs to remove or install interference fit parts, such as: gears,
couplings, bearings, wheels, pulleys, axles, shafts, break drums and many other
press fit components.

‘With Separate Hydraulics’

BMZ - 1000 10 none none none - 300 350 9.5 £131

BMZ - 1010 10 YS-10/150 HPS-2/0.7 HHC-20 150 300 350 21.5 £662

BMZ - 1500 15 none none none - 300 350 9.5 £154

BMZ - 1510 15 YS-15/150 HPS-2/0.7 HHC-20 150 300 350 23.5 £716

BMZ - 2300 23 none none none - 190 700 28 £1041

BMZ - 2311 23 YS-23/160 HPS-2/0.7 HHC-20 160 190 700 45 £1697

Puller set with integrated hydraulics - 6, 8 and 11 tonnes
Hydraulic pullers are an invaluable tool for the maintenance engineer. The pullers allow time and cost savings
as they offer high working safety and can be operated in all positions.

Hydraulic pullers are used in all kinds of industries, workshops and in many repair and assembly jobs to remove
or install interference fit parts, such as: gears, couplings, bearings, wheels, pulleys, axles, shafts, break drums
and many other press fit components.

Model Description Weight Price

kgs £

MY - 1 Oil port - 6 x 3/8-NPT inner 0.5 £44

MY - 2 Oil port - 4 x 3/8-NPT inner 0.6 £42

MY - 4 Oil port - 7 x 3/8-NPT inner 1.4 £74

MY - 22 Manifold with 2 shut-off valves 1.8 £139

MY - 44 Manifold with 4 shut-off valves 3.7 £261

MY - 66 Manifold with 6 shut-off valves 5.5 £397

MY - 22 - GYA Manifold with 2 shut-off valves and 2 pressure gauges 2.8 £207

MY - 44 - GYA Manifold with 4 shut-off valves and 4 pressure gauges 5.7 £396

MY - 66 - GYA Manifold with 6 shut-off valves and 6 pressure gauges 8.5 £601

Manifolds, 700bar

Manifolds are used when several

hydraulic cylinders have to be

connected to one hydraulic pump.

All manifolds are equipped with 3/8

NPT inner oil ports, so that fittings,

hydraulic hoses and couplers can be

easily attached.

Manifolds with shut-off valve  

Manifolds with shut-off valves are

used when different pressures must

be maintained in each hydraulic line

and therefore allow the lifting of

unequal loads. The manifolds are

ready assembled and can be

screwed directly to a hand pump or

power pack.
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